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Upcoming Events:
-Domestic: India GDP for Q1 FY2018-19., India
Infrastructure Output for July 2018., India’s
Foreign Exchange Reserve for the week ended
August 24, 2018.

Nifty Intra-week Chart

The Nifty on the daily chart ended 0.22% down at 11,557.10. It reacted down from day’s high 11,604.60 towards ending the session with a
spinning top candle. Failing to breakout thick resistance zone placed around 11,640 and 11,660 for the third consecutive session led to end the
week on a subdued note. Hence, these two levels may continue to serve as the critical resistances in coming sessions. However, considering the
prolonged uptrend, we expect the benchmark index to see buying on dips around 11,480 and 11,440. On an extended note, range bound
movement within 11,660-11,440 is likely.

-Global: The U.S. Chicago Fed Nation Activity
Index for July 2018., The U.S. CB Consumer
Confidence for August 2018., Japan Consumer
Confidence for August 2018., The U.S. GDP for
Q2 2018., The U.S. MBA Mortgage Application
for the week ended August 24, 2018., Japan
House Hold Spending for July 2018., Japan
Retail Sales for July 2018., Euro Area Business
Confidence and Consumer Confidence for
August 2018., The U.S. Initial Jobless Claims for
August 25, 2018., The U.S. Personal Income
and Personal Spending for July 2018., Japan
Unemployment Rate for July 2018., China NBS
Manufacturing and Non Manufacturing PMI for
August 2018., Euro Area Unemployment Rate
for July 2018.

On the weekly chart the benchmark index ended 0.76% up. It started the week above 11,500 on a positive note towards touching all time high
of 11,620. However, failing to sustain above 11,600 mark led to an inverted hammer candle. Fresh up move is likely if and only if the benchmark
index breaks out the dual resistance zone placed around 11,640 and 11,660 decisively. Hence, staying cautious on rise is advised. Downside
supports are placed around 11,480 and 11,440. Successful breakout of the dual resistance placed around 11,640 and 11,660 may take the
benchmark index towards 11,780.

Open positional calls-

Nifty patterns on multiple time frames show; the benchmark index finished off the week above 11,500 mark. However, considering the position
of leading indicators we recommend staying cautious on rise around 11,640 and 11,660 levels. Breaking out 11,660 may unfold a fresh leg of up
move towards 11,780 levels but, that looks unlikely at this juncture. Further, Nifty broader trading range for the coming week is expected to be
11,440-11,780.

Positional T+5 BuyFuture Segment- WIPRO Fut on dips @ 288,
TGT- 298, SL- 283

The Nifty ended the week with an inverted hammer candle. It closed above the higher end of the range 11,550-11,320 defined by us in our
previous weekly note. However, the Nifty making higher highs while Bank Nifty continues oscillating in a trading band might be a concern.
Further, thorough technical study of the weekly as well as the daily chart patterns suggests, the Nifty broader trading range for the coming
week is expected to be 11,780-11,440.

Nifty pivotal supports & resistances for the coming week-

Positional T+5 BuyFuture Segment- SIEMENS Fut on dips around
@ 1050-1045, TGT- 1090, SL- below 1030

Supports- 11480, 11440 Resistances- 11640, 11660, 11780

Positional T+5 BuyFuture Segment- LUPIN Fut on dips around @
885, TGT- 925, SL- below 865
Positional T+2 SellFuture Segment- CANARA BANK Fut on rise
around @ 280, TGT- 272, SL- 284
Positional T+5 SellFuture Segment- JINDAL STEEL Fut on rise
around @ 203, TGT- 193, SL- 208
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Intraday Chart of Sensex

Market Turnover (In Crore) 24-08-2018
Name

Last

FII Derivatives Flow (In Crore) 24-08-2018

Previous

Instrument

Purchase

Sale

Net

NSE Cash

33765.97

37665.04

Index Future

2405.07

2452.13

-47.06

NSE F&O

*NA

711442.95

Index Option

77567.79

77570.68

-2.89

BSE Cash

3,400.49

3,713.27

Stock Future

15459.29

15681.79

-222.50

BSE F&O

0.18

0.18

Stock Option

11480.39

11614.81

-134.41

NIFTY Top Gainers

Institutional Flow (In Crore)

Name

%1D

%5D

Day Vol

Avg 5 Day Vol

L&T

0.68

9.03

3,506,532.00

5,315,256.00

Tech Mahindra

1.11

7.46

3,625,878.00

6,122,155.00

Vedanta

4.31

7.30

12,032,977.00

11,182,390.00

UPL

0.55

7.19

5,113,561.00

2,239,555.00

Lupin

0.43

6.76

3,452,744.00

3,497,745.00

NIFTY Top Losers
Name

%1D

%5D

Day Vol

Avg 5 Day Vol

Indusind Bank

1.48

2.82

939,358.00

729,470.00

Gail India

0.92

3.34

4,306,308.00

6,398,628.00

Infosys

1.37

3.59

3,526,500.00

4,519,772.00

Titan

2.91

3.71

3,218,302.00

2,105,291.00

BPCL

0.22

5.64

4,865,929.00

4,536,480.00

Bulk and Block Deals
https://www.nseindia.com/products/content/equities/equities/bulk.htm
http://www.bseindia.com/markets/equity/EQReports/
BulknBlockDeals.aspx

*Data not updated till 6 PM

Institution Purchase Sale

Net (Last Day) Net Wk

Net Mnth

FII

4570.75

4646.53

-75.78

128.64

684.71

DII

3565.61

2660.86

904.75

1837.84

-237.42

Market in Retrospect
Indian equity benchmarks snapped their four-day winning
streak dragged by banking heavyweights like ICICI Bank, Yes
Bank and IndusInd Bank. Sensex fell 0.2% or 85 points to
38,252 and the Nifty declined 0.2% 26 points to 11,557. For
the week, the benchmarks logged in fifth weekly gain, their
longest stretch of weekly gains in two months. The Sensex
rose 0.75% and Nifty climbed 0.8%.
Nifty Pharma was the top weekly gainer, gaining by 4.85%,
followed by Nifty Metal & Nifty Energy, which were up by
4.32% & 4.18% respectively.
L&T was the top weekly gainer, gaining by around 9.03%,
followed by Tech Mahindra & Vedanta which were up by
7.46% & 7.30% respectively. BPCL was the top weekly loser,
losing by around 5.64%, followed by Titan & Infosys, which
were down by 3.71% & 3.59% respectively.

MSCI Indices
World
ACWI
Asia Pacific
EM

Index
%Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr PE Ratio Est.PE PB Ratio Est PB
2149.22
0.31
0.52
0.09
1.49
10.80
18.48 16.26
2.44 2.35
516.84
0.30
0.73
0.42
0.39
9.08
17.63 15.66
2.30 2.23
163.17
0.54
0.68
2.24
6.01
2.00
13.12 12.94
1.47 1.43
1048.20
0.23
2.47
2.98
7.65
3.16
12.87 12.04
1.59 1.56

US European In
Dow Jones
NASDAQ
S&P500
CBOE VIX
FTSE100
CAC40
DAX

Index
%Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr PE Ratio Est.PE PB Ratio Est PB
25656.98
0.30
0.38
1.64
3.41
17.78
18.22 16.46
4.05 3.94
7878.46
0.13
0.92
0.48
6.12
25.63
N/A 30.77
4.64 4.63
2856.98
0.17
0.57
1.30
4.74
17.14
20.70 17.69
3.41 3.29
12.03
3.06
4.83
3.06
3.99
1.64
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
7570.93
0.10
0.16
1.79
1.89
2.21
16.76 13.47
1.84 1.77
5445.73
0.49
1.89
0.21
1.85
6.50
16.80 14.51
1.70 1.59
12397.60
0.26
1.53
2.30
3.56
1.78
14.44 13.11
1.69 1.57

Asian Indices closed mixed as investors
were nervous about US and China’s
talks on trade as well as change in
leadership in Australia as well .
BRIC Indices also closed mixed. Indian
Benchmark indices were up over the
week led by companies like L&T and
Reliance also due to pharma stocks
after successful FDA inspection.
NSE VIX stood at 12.41, down 9.07%
over the week

MSCI Indices closed on a positive note
this week. MSCI EM increased 2.47%
over the week as the trade war ended
without a breakthrough and another
round
of
tariffs
kicked
in.
US and European Indices were also up
over the week. European stocks edged
up with some Italian banks rising after a
report that President Donald Trump told
the government he could buy some of
the
country’s
debt.
CBOE VIX stood at 12.03 down 4.83%
this week

Asian Indices
Nikkei225
Hang Seng
STI
Taiwan
KOSPI

Index
%Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr PE Ratio Est.PE PB Ratio Est PB
22601.77
0.85
1.49
0.41
0.73
16.78
16.30 16.06
1.80 1.71
27671.87
0.43
1.68
3.46 10.04
0.56
10.55 11.23
1.25 1.23
3213.00
1.14
0.03
2.42
8.95
1.81
11.34 12.91
1.11 1.11
10809.35
0.50
1.11
1.69
1.17
3.05
14.04 13.86
1.68 1.76
2293.21
0.46
2.05
0.57
7.01
3.48
11.03
9.16
0.95 0.98

BRIC Indices
IBOVESPA
Russian
SHANGHAI Com
SENSEX
NIFTY
NSE VIX

Index
%Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr PE Ratio Est.PE PB Ratio Est PB
75633.77
1.65
1.54
4.45
5.60
6.33
17.71 11.38
1.68 1.52
1052.36
0.80
0.04
8.00 10.33
0.23
5.72
5.62
0.89 0.73
2729.43
0.18
2.27
6.06 13.48
16.57
13.10 10.91
1.46 1.31
38251.80
0.22
1.56
3.87 10.35
21.07
25.09 20.44
3.16 2.87
11557.10
0.22
1.51
3.80
9.92
17.25
24.10 19.96
3.16 2.86
12.41
2.74
9.07
0.48
5.61
1.31
-

Money Mkt Price %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr Precious Metals Price
%Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr
ICE LIBOR USD
2.31
0.06
0.00
1.27
0.78 75.50 Gold($/Oz)
1191.77 0.52
0.57
2.68
8.65
7.35
MIBOR
0.32
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.03 Silver($/Oz)
14.64 0.91
1.15
5.37 12.19 13.82
INCALL
6.35
0.00
1.55
0.79
9.48
9.48
LME
Price
%Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr
Energy
Price %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr
Copper
6034.00
0.79
1.82
4.15 12.30
9.89
NYMEX Crude 68.75
1.36
4.31
0.34
2.77
44.95 Aluminium
2089.00
0.67
2.91
0.22
8.42
0.81
Natural Gas
2.96
0.03
0.58
8.97
0.24
2.14 Zinc
2513.00
1.80
5.17
3.94 17.17
19.40
Lead
2086.50
1.53
4.95
3.45 16.34
11.48
Agro Cmdty Price %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr
Nickel
13355.00
0.60
0.93
1.80 10.37
13.71
Coffee
102.50
0.99
2.10
10.28 18.88
27.64
Cotton
82.01
0.64
0.76
5.41
4.14
18.56 Polymer Mkt
Index
%Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr
Sugar
10.31
1.88
1.28
7.86 18.82
33.01 HDPE
1300.00
0.76
3.70
4.76
17.12
Wheat
537.50
0.78
7.29
1.56
5.12
3.61 LDPE
1115.00
0.00
1.76
3.04
7.85
Soybean
855.00
0.12
4.23
2.09 18.38
11.10 Injection Grade
1250.00
0.00
2.72
4.21
12.61
Forex
USD Index
EUR
GBP
BRL
JPY
INR
CNY
KRW

General purpose
1265.00
0.00
3.44
4.89
11.95
Rate
%Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr
Polystyrene HIPS
1650.00
0.00
2.48
0.00
15.38
95.39
0.29
0.74
0.82
1.72
2.27
Polystyrene GPPS
1590.00
0.63
2.58
0.00
18.66
1.16
0.23
1.26
0.86
1.28
1.88
0.78
0.32
0.83
2.21
4.12
0.47 Shipping Ind Index %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr
4.11
1.71
5.02
8.03 11.79
23.63 Baltic Dry
1709.00
1.50
0.64
3.66
54.10 42.42
111.36
0.09
0.77
0.07
1.82
1.83 BWIRON
165.98
0.31
0.71
4.37
8.54
0.05
69.97
0.21
0.27
1.46
2.32
8.49 SG Dubai HY
6.23
5.89 15.70
1.30
0.81
8.25
6.85
0.40
0.39
0.85
6.89
2.75
1119.00
0.21
0.53
1.44
3.52
0.79 Bond Yld 10Y Yield
%Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr

USD was down by 0.74% after minutes from the Federal Reserve’s latest meeting showed growing concerns among officials over how trade will impact economic growth.
INR gained 0.27% due to positive sentiments in Asian market.

US
UK
Brazil
Japan
Aus
India

2.84
1.28
5.98
0.10
2.54
7.88

0.32
0.63
2.45
1.00
0.16
0.04

0.89
3.40
5.63
3.06
0.39
0.19

3.85
4.77 29.23
0.16
8.78 21.37
7.98 11.48 33.36
17.44 106.12 274.07
6.77
9.63
3.76
1.20
0.10 20.47

Gold
and
Silver were
up in the last
trading day
as
dollar
slips.
Over
the
week,
Gold was up
by
0.57%
while Silver
was down by
1.15%.
LME metal
traded positive over the
week except
Nickel which
lost
0.93%
over
the
week. Zinc
was the top
gainer,
increasing
5.17%
followed
by
Lead
and
Aluminium.

News Impact
Con Call Highlights
Magma Fin Corp


Product re - alignment is being done. Since the Tractor business is dependent on monsoon, the Co is
reducing it's weightage on Tractor business &increasing presence in Used Vehicle & Commercial Vehicle segment.



In Insurance business, the Co is following the profitable growth strategy. The flood situation in Kerela
will not impact the Co , as exposure in South is very less. Adequate cash loss provision & re insurance
have been done.



Credit cost is likely to decline to below 1% from the current 2%, on the back of improved Collection
efficiency.



Cost of funds are expected to increase by 10 - 15 bps. At present the NIM stands at 8.6% & the Co
does not expect much volatility in this.

Technofab Engineering Ltd


The Company has a robust order backlog of about INR1900 Cr, (up from around INR1000 cr last year
same Qtr) comprising largely orders from the Water & Electrical Sectors. All the existing projects are
proceeding smoothly and negligible slow moving orders.



Export revenue comprises of 30% of total revenue in Q1FY19.



Receivable days is more or less at similar high levels of 350 days. The management is aiming to reduce
it from the next Qtr.



Other expense in Q4FY18 consists of a bad debt write off of INR12 cr.



Debt levels are at similar levels from previous Qtr. Current D/E ratio is 0.45 and Borrowing cost is
6.8%.

Max Ventures & Industries


Co is looking to enter into new opportunities in office space. Pricing of the product is still under pressure for 12 – 14 months.



Commercial projects coming up, Max towers in Delhi & Max Work Well. More focus & opportunities
in Office space.



Towers rental expectation at 95/ sq ft & residual shall be done after completion & it will go into 3 digit
fixed rental model.



Rights issue will be used for Max House Towers 350 Cr & the balance 100 cr for internal purposes.

News Impact
TIL Ltd


Order backlog is currently at INR109 cr out of which INR87cr will be executed in Q2FY19. The management is confident to have an order backlog of INR100 cr as on end of Aug’18.



The company is targeting to dispatch 82-90 units and around INR125 in Q2FY19.



Current Debt level is at INR187cr as of 30th June v/s INR173cr on FY18. Debt increased because of
some Non-Funded Borrowings converted to Funded Borrowings. As a result of this Finance cost has
also increased.



Receivable days has reduced from 111 days in FY18 end to 92 days Q1FY19 end. Inventory days has
also reduced from 315 days to 225 days in the same period.

Intense Technologies


The company maintains leadership position in Indian telecom and Insurance verticals for customer
communications. However, management is slowly moving focus on BFSI vertical and is adding presence in Indian banking space.



This quarter saw agreements with largest Indian bank on the cloud platform. The management expects that revenue will start coming in by December. The company is closer to adding few more customers in other verticals.



The management is now focusing to ramp up their sales and marketing efforts globally especially in
US and Europe across all verticals. The management said they will shift all their investment towards
sales and marketing to increase sales bandwidth and develop strategic partnerships



The management is confident about the healthy amount of leads across channels and continue to direct focus towards improving scalability of existing relationships while extending outreach to newer
clients. Also, the company is now on track for operationalization of large managed service agreement
with BSNL, which the management believes will strengthen performance from H2 FY19 onwards.

News Impact
Key AGM highlights
GPT Infraprojects


Company’s sleeper manufacturing facilities in Uttar Pradesh commenced production, commending
their contribution to the construction of the Eastern Dedicated Freight Corridor.



The Indian Railway’s focus on enhanced safety will continue to translate into a large order inflow.
Management expected the revenue to reach INR1500 crore by 2022 and debt/Equity below 1.



Company is quite optimistic on the increasing construction activities in Bangladesh and Srilanka and
also received orders in sleeper segment.



Company has received arbitration award of INR61 crore. Under its dividend policy, company will give
25% of its profit to the shareholders as a dividend.

Associated Alcohol & Breweries Ltd (AABL) AGM


No. 1 IMFL seller in MP. 90% of the revenue is coming for central India. Developed new products in
the last 3 yrs. AABL’s ‘Titanium Triple Distilled Vodka’ won best popular vodka award (silver) last yr.



Partnered with Diageo USL in marketing, distilling, blending and Diageo’s iconic brands. The Company
expects to generate a major share of revenue from Diageo USL in a few years from now. AABL is emphasizing on value creation & premiumisation.



For the last 29 yrs, AABL was the spirits manufacturing company but now focusing to brand and marketing the products which will help in generating INR 80-90/9-10 cr in the topline/bottomline.



Capacity utilization is above 95% (3 out of 3.14 cr litres) for the last 3yrs. Nominal CapEx of INR25 cr
to install 40% additional capacity. CapEx to be funded internally.

News Impact
Quarterly Results
Kennametal India Ltd


Net Revenue grew by 30% YoY to INR225.8 Cr, EBITDA grew by 54% YoY to INR27.2 Cr and Net Income was up 9 times YoY to INR19.71 Cr.



EBITDA margin expanded by 191 bps to 12.05% contributed by control in Employee cost and Other
expenses. Depreciation dipped by 120 bps to INR7.05 Cr and lower tax effective rate led to expansion of net profit by huge margins.



Machining Solutions segment had a good growth. Revenue almost doubled from INR25.7 cr in Q1FY18
contributing 22% to total revenues in Q1FY19. PBIT from this segment also grew multifold to INR7.09
cr in this quarter v/s INR2.8 cr in Q1FY18.



Receivable days reduced from 228 days in Q1FY18 to 201 days in Q1FY19. Inventory days has however increased from 107 days to 155 days in the same period.

MAS Financial Services Ltd


Revenue is INR121 Cr, up 24% YoY & 8% QoQ.



Finance Cost is INR42 Cr, down 7% YoY & up 20% QoQ.



Provision is INR13 Cr, up 85% YoY & flat QoQ.



PAT is INR30 Cr, up 87% YoY & flat QoQ.

LIC Housing Finance


Revenue is INR4018 Cr, up 11% YoY & 4% QoQ.



Finance Cost is INR3024 Cr, up 12% YoY & 6% QoQ.



Provison is INR160 Cr, down 22% YoY & 400% QoQ.



PAT is INR568 Cr, up 18% YoY & 5% QoQ.

News Impact
Domestic news
Lupin received USFDA tentative approval of Nudovra Tablet


Lupin received tentative approval from USFDA for Nudovra tablet for pregnancy protection. It’s a Estradiol Valerate generic of Bayer healthcare. US Sales for the drug was USD31.4 million in last 12
months.



This will add up Lupin’s top line upon launch & positive for the company.

US imposes preliminary anti-dumping duties of over 50% on metal pipes made in India


This is expected to affect some of the Steel Pipe Manufacturing companies who export pipes manufactured in India to US. As per Times Now article, Indian companies exported $294 million (INR2000+
Cr) worth of steel pipes last year.



Note that Jindal Saw Management in their concall stated that they don’t export pipes from India to
US due to logistical disadvantage of long distance and have a subsidiary in the US for coating and conversion.



Also, Maharashtra Seamless had an orderbook of INR881 Cr, out of which INR115 Cr is for exports as
of Q4 FY18. We can assume that there may be some part of the export order of INR115 Cr bound for
the US which will get affected due to the newly imposed tariffs.



There are other steel pipes making companies including Welspun Corp, Tata Metalliks who are in the
pipe making business and have significant exports, while almost all integrated large steel makers including Tata Steel, JSW Steel, JSPL and SAIL etc. have different quantities of pipe making facilities in
their value added product segments and cater to many international industrial customers including
some from US.

Larsen & Toubro board approves INR 9,000 cr buyback


Larsen & Toubro board approves INR 9,000 cr buyback plan surpassing street estimate of INR50006000 Cr. The company proposed a purchase of up to 6 cr equity shares being 4.29% of total paid up
shares at INR 1,500 a share, i.e. 13.45% premium to its 21st Aug closing price of INR 1322.45 on BSE.
The company’s Total No. of share will reduce to 134.17 cr shares after the buyback and increasing the
FY19E EPS from INR60.24 to INR62.94.



This is both fundamentally and sentimentally positive for the shareholders of the company.
Also Buyback from such a leading Capital goods & Infrastructure player suggests good days ahead for
the capital goods sector.

News Impact
Infoedge invested INR2.64 Cr in Medcords Healthcare


The company has invested through its wholly-owned subsidiary about INR2.64 Cr in Medcords
Healthcare Solutions Private Limited



MedCords is a cloud-based, ML powered ecosystem that connects and enables various stakeholders
of the healthcare ecosystem. The venture aims to create IP out of medical data and advanced analytics to create IP out of medical data and advanced analytics to create efficient healthcare decision
systems



The aggregate shareholding of the company, after this initial investment, would be 11.37% on fully
converted and diluted basis post completion of fund raise exercise with other investors



As part of company’s strategic investments, the acquisition would help the Company to diversify its
presence into a new line of business within the Internet Services Industry

Kerala floods – Impact on Muthoot Capital Services


With the flood situation getting adverse in Kerala, some companies stand the risk of getting impacted
in coming quarters. The Banking and Financial Services industry in Kerala could bear the brunt of this
natural calamity. Exposures to the state of Kerala are given below:



Muthoot Capital Services – 40-45% of advances.



Due to the floods in Kerala the share price has fallen from 1144.00 as on 20.08.2018 to 945.25 as on
23.08.2018 (-18%). Between 900 - 945, the stock seems to be a good accumulate, as the Co has
strong financials & going forward recoveries will speed up.

Prataap Snacks to foray into Gujarat with Avadh Snacks acquisition
Prataap Snacks Ltd announced that the acquisition of Avadh Snacks Pvt Ltd, a Gujarat based snack foods
company for INR148 crore. The company will be acquiring 80% in the firm through primary and secondary infusion of funds. The acquisition will help Prataap Snacks foray into Gujarat, the largest snacks market in the country. The product offerings of Prataap Snacks and Avadh Snacks are complementary and will
help the firm in creating a balanced portfolio with a mix of regional and national flavours and variants
across categories. The acquisition will also lead to a significant synergy in distribution across Gujarat and
neighbouring markets.

RCom sells assets worth INR2,000 crore to Reliance Jio
Reliance Communications Ltd (RCom) announced that it has completed the sale of its media convergence
nodes and related infrastructure assets worth INR2,000 crore to Reliance Jio Infocomm Ltd. 248 MCNs
covering about 5 million sq.ft of area used for hosting the telecom infrastructure were transferred to Reliance Jio. RCom had in December 2017 signed a pact with Reliance Jio for sale of wireless spectrum, tower, fibre and MCN assets, the proceeds of which were to be used to reduce debt. The deal packed in
122.4 MHz of 4G spectrum in the 800/900/1800/2100 MHz bands, over 43,000 telecom towers, 178,000
km of fibre and 248 media convergence nodes. The current MCN sale represents the initial tranche of the
planned larger deal.

News Impact
Force Motors to acquire Man Trucks’ Pithampur facility
Force Motors Ltd announced that it has agreed to acquire Pithampur-based manufacturing plant of German commercial vehicle maker MAN Trucks for an undisclosed amount. The board has accepted the proposal from MAN Trucks India Pvt. Ltd to sell and transfer certain assets including immovable and movable
properties as also other intangible assets at its plant at Pithampur in Madhya Pradesh. The arrangement
would be subject to receipt of necessary approvals and it is expected that the actual transfer of the facility may happen by October end. The agreement also entails continued employment for all MAN members
at Pithampur.

Dr. Reddy’s Labs gets EIR from USFDA for Srikakulam unit
Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories Ltd announced that it has received an Establishment Inspection Report (EIR)
from the United States Food and Drug Administration (USFDA) for its Srikakulam facility in Andhra Pradesh. The Srikakulam unit manufactures active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs). The EIR from USFDA
indicates closure of the audit of the plant.

Maruti Suzuki will try to develop ethanol-powered cars
Maruti Suzuki India Ltd will try to develop cars that will run on alternate fuels like ethanol and methanol
along with the company’s efforts to launch battery-led pure electric cars and hybrid vehicles in the domestic market. Apart from that the Co. is planning to introduce more CNG engines for its cars in the
years ahead in its effort to reduce carbon emissions from its vehicles.

PNB stake sale in PNB Housing Finance


PNB sold 6.12% stake in PNB Housing Finance during 2017 – 18. The sale was at INR1311.4 Cr, on
which PNB made a profit of INR1231.59 Cr. The Cost of the 6.12% stake comes at (INR1311.4 –
INR1231.59) INR80 Cr. As on 31.03.2018, PNB owns 32.96% stake in PNB Housing. The Cost of the
32.96% stake comes at INR440 Cr.



PNB & Carlyle own 66% stake in PNB Housing. The 66% stake is expected to fetch around INR15,000
Cr. The Profit that PNB is expected to make comes at INR7060 Cr (INR7500 – INR440).



This amount will help PNB strengthen its capital base to maintain the Minimum Capital Adequacy Ratio and increase its focus on lending.

Maruti aims to double sales of light commercial vehicle Super Carry this fiscal
Maruti Suzuki India (MSI) is looking to double the sales of its light commercial vehicle Super Carry to
around 20,000 units in the current fiscal. The company, which sold around 10,000 units of the light commercial vehicle (LCV) in 2017-18, is bullish on the sales on account of sales network expansion for the LCV
across the country. The company has already crossed the 200-mark in terms of sales network for Super
Carry with wide presence across India.

News Impact
HfS Research Positions L&T Technology Services in ‘Winner’s Circle’ for Automotive Engineering Services


LTTS recognized for proficiencies across automotive value chain; expertise in Off-Highway, telematics
& autonomous vehicle technologies



In its ‘Blueprint Report for Automotive Engineering Services for 2018’, HfS rated LTTS among the top 5
innovative companies in the world.



It added that LTTS’ percentage of clients with long-term 5+ year contracts is one of the highest among
the service providers



LTTS counts 11 of the top 20 automotive OEMs and 25 of the top 100 auto parts suppliers as its customers. It has over 15 major automotive engineering services delivery centers across the globe in
North America, Germany, Sweden, India & Japan

SIPs' contribution to mutual funds up 53% in July at INR7554 Crore


In the past three years, the number of SIP accounts increased from 68 lakh to 2.33 crore in July 2018.



The total amount collected through SIP during July 2018 was INR7,554 crore which is up by 53% from
the year-ago same period, previous year in July 2017 it was INR4947 crore.



The MF industry had added about 9.92 lacs SIP accounts each month on an average during the FY
2018-19.



Average SIP size of about INR3,250 per SIP account

HDFC to acquire 25% stake in Good Host for INR69.50 Crores
HDFC entered into an agreement for acquiring 25% stake in Good Host Spaces Pvt. Ltd (Good Host) for
INR69.50 Crores from Manipal Integrated Services Pvt. Ltd. Good Host is in the business of managing and
operating student housing facilities. The turnover of Good Host as on FY18 stood at INR53.10 Crore. Good
Host owns or operates /manages hostel facilities at Jaipur and Udupi District of Karnataka. It also owns
land and academic hostel facilities at 2 locations at Bangalore.

Impact of Kerala Floods on The Ramco Cements Ltd
The Ramco cements Ltd has around 55% of its revenue from Tamil Nadu and Kerala. Due to Heavy rains
in Kerala the cement sales are going to get affected in the short run. Also, their Ramaswami Raja Nagar
plant (2MT) situated in Rajapalayam which is inTamil Nadu but close to Kerala also facing heavy rainfall.
Hence, cement production could also get affected. Although 2nd Qtr is generally poor for cement companies however, havoc rainfall and flood may further hit hard for this company both in terms of revenue
and profitability in Q2FY19. If we look at on a mid-term basis, there could be additional demand from rebuilding infrastructures and houses in the flood affected areas.

News Impact
Impact of Petcoke Ban on Carbon Black Producers


The recent ban on import of petcoke in India for anything but manufacturers of end products to negatively impact Goa Carbon Ltd and Phillips Carbon Black Ltd in the short term.



India produces only half of its current consumption of Petcoke and imports the rest, mainly from the
US. A ban on import of Petcoke, will have an immediate impact on the productions of both Goa Carbon and Phillips Carbon, as they use Petcoke as a feedstock, and they are not the end product makers.



Shortage of petcoke will force them to shift to Coal Tar, which is an expensive and less polluting alternative to Petcoke.



Hence, an increased raw material cost may put the Operating Margins of these companies under
stress in the short term. However, considering the increased demand of tyres, and unavailability of
cheap Chinese Carbon Black, Indian carbon black makers are expected to pass on the increased input
price to their customers in the long run.

MCA probes Jet Airways on suspicion of siphoning funds


The Mumbai Registrar of Companies (RoC) will inspect Jet’s books of accounts.Fresh trouble is around
the corner for Jet Airways, currently undergoing financial stress, as the MCA has opened a preliminary
inquiry into the carrier on suspicion it siphoned off funds.



Recently the airline has wrote to employees seeking a cut in salaries. The company put the blame of
its distress on rising costs due to high crude oil prices among others.



The company recently held off from announcing its quarterly result after its audit committee did not
sign off on the numbers. Q1FY19 results will be out on 27th of Aug2018



Barring FY16 and FY17, Jet Airways has not posted a profit for the past 11 years.

Impact of Kerala floods on Cochin Shipyard


Flooding can possibly impact operations at Cochin Shipyard, particularly its ship repair business. No
communications about any damage from the company has come out yet.



In the worst scenario there could be some damage to inventories, disruption or delay in ongoing shipbuilding and ship repair activities impacting its revenue.



However, the mgmt. has come on live in the media (CNBC TV18) and stated that there will be no financial loss due to the floods.

News Impact
TPG Capital joins race to buy stake in Jet Privilege
TPG Capital has locked horns with rival Blackstone Group LP to buy a significant stake in the frequent-flier
loyalty programme of Jet Airways (India) Ltd. Financially-troubled Jet Airways, which owns 49.9% of Jet
Privilege Pvt. Ltd, has appointed global investment bank Morgan Stanley to advise on a potential deal.
The remaining stake is held by Abu Dhabi-based Etihad Airways, which separately owns a 24% stake in Jet
Airways. A transaction could value the privately-held Jet Privilege at USD400 million.

Impact of Kerala floods on V-guard Industries Ltd
V-guard Industries second quarter revenue may be affected due to Kerala flood as the company outsourced 58% of its products from various vendors which is done by many small units based in Kerala.
However, the company’s manufacturing facilities are located at Coimbatore, Perundurai (Tamil Nadu),
Kashipur (Uttaranchal), Kala Amb (Himachal Pradesh) and Sikkim drives rest of the revenue. Therefore,
we expect that any decline in the stock will provide a good buying opportunity for long term investment
perspective as the replacement demand may emerge soon.

Aster DM Healthcare may be a beneficisry of Kerala flood
As per the latest news more than 7 lakh people are affected in Kerala flood. Flood affected people requires health support. Even after the flood condition gets normal, there would be a high risk of different
water related & other disease. Hospital & clinic business may find more patient flow during this period.
Aster DM healthcare has 4 hospitals & 1 clinic in Kerala may be one beneficiary.

Warehouse space leasing up 45% in major cities
Leasing of warehousing and industrial space rose by 45 per cent to nearly 10 million sq ft in the first half
of this year in 8 cities on higher demand from e-commerce, retail, manufacturing and third-party logistic
companies, according to property consultant CBRE. Leasing stood at 6.9 million sq ft during January-June
period of 2017 as per the consultant's report. Leasing activity was primarily driven by consolidation and
expansion initiatives of firms belonging to sectors such as e-commerce, 3PL, retail, and engineering and
manufacturing, which together accounted for more than 75 per cent of the leasing reported during the
review period.
The implementation of GST and the grant of infrastructure status to the logistics and warehousing sector
has also led to increased investor interest, the report said. The average size of leased space increased
from about 75,000 sq ft during H1 2017 to close to 90,000 sq ft in the first half of this year. CBRE report
found that the overall demand for the logistics and warehousing space was largely concentrated in Bangalore (25 per cent), Delhi-NCR (21 per cent) and Mumbai (20 per cent).

News Impact
India Amends Policy to Stop Bio-Fuels Imports for Use as Fuel
India has amended its policy to curb imports of bio-fuels for use as a fuel. Curbs on imports include biofuels such as ethyl alcohol and blended bio-diesel; no restrictions on imports for non-fuel purposes by
users. Import of bio-fuels was allowed freely earlier, according to the notification. Policy had many restrictions on imports, but some companies started importing bio-fuels using loopholes.

Taj Mansingh Auction
The New Delhi Municipal Council has altered the bidding terms after three unsuccessful auction
attempts. The couple of relaxations are as follows:


It has been decided that the auction can happen with two bidders instead of three.



The gross turnover criterion has been reduced to INR350 crores from INR400 crores.

The date for the auction is not yet out, however we expect it to happen within a months’ time from now.
We don’t expect an aggressive bid for the property since if any player other than the Taj wins the auction,
Taj will get a months’ time to remove the brandings, fittings etc. The new player will then have to refurbish and re-brand the property which might take another couple of years. This will lead to an outflow
of more than INR70 crores other than the branding costs, even before the hotel is operational. On the
other hand if Taj wins the property, it might take a couple of months’ time to start operations and reap
the benefits from the upcoming season, i.e.Q3 and Q4.
The 2 participants in the last auction were ITC and Taj. We expect few players to come into the picture,
however the upcoming auction, most probably will be the decider as the minimum participants required
has been reduced to 2.

Lupin received EIR for their Nagpur facility


Lupin cleared USFDA inspection for their Nagpur facility, received EIR. This was a routine inspection &
last time they cleared the regulatory inspection for the same facility successfully during May,2017.



This is sentimentally positive for Indian drug manufactures as Pharma companies are gradually getting
accustomed to maintain USFDA Good Manufacturing standard.

News Impact
SpiceJet ramping up its Non-Ancilliary Revenue


Ajay Singh is in talks with JetBlue Technology Ventures, the venture capital arm of American carrier
JetBlue Airways Corp to invest in startups in the Silicon Valley. The company is looking to tie up with
startups that can contribute to the low-cost carrier’s operations, as well as with companies that come
up with overall solutions for the travel industry.



JetBlue’s portfolio includes 15 startups such as Redeam, which enables scannable mobile tickets, Lumo, which uses predictive technologies to estimate flight disruptions, and Volantio, which specializes
in maximizing ticket booking revenue and capacity utilization. The company also provides PR support,
mentorship and business development.



SpiceJet’s first tie-up is likely to be signed with Airbuy, a startup with its roots in the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology which designs solutions to merge retail operations at airports and flights. For
instance, a person on a SpiceJet flight would be able to shop from duty-free shops even before landing. The products can be delivered to his location of choice without a physical interface between the
customer and the retail outlet at the air.

Indian Drug Manufacturers are successfully clearing USFDA inspection for their manufacturing facilities


Indian drug manufacturers was under stress for quite a long time as they violated Good Manufacturing Practice standard & faced supply restriction by the regulator. The top line of most of Indian drug
manufacturers had a hit of temporary manufacturing ban by USFDA.



These companies deployed capital towards remediation of the facilities under ban & appointed consultant to regain their lost pride. Recently these pharma companies gradually have started getting accustomed with the recent USFDA Good Manufacturing standard, have been clearing regulatory inspection successfully without any observation.



On 10th April, Dr. Reddy’s Lab received EIR for API manufacturing facility at Cuemvaca, Mexico & on
24th April, received EIR for API facility at Mirfield UK.



On 28th june, Dr. Reddy’s Lab intimated the exchange about receiving EIR for API manufacturing facility at Hyderabad Plant1 & Plant3.



Today, 24th August Lupin received EIR for Nagpur facility which manufactures.



Today Cadila healthcare also cleared USFDA inspection for their Biologic manufacturing facility at
Ahemdabad.

News Impact
Maruti's quick response team with bikes to provide road side assistance to customers
Maruti Suzuki India (MSI) launched an initiative to provide quick road side assistance to its customers
with a fleet of 350 bikes. The new initiative, Quick Response Team (QRT) on Bikes, would offer road side
assistance to customer cars in 251 cities in the first phase. The launch of the QRT on bikes is a strategic
decision to rapidly help attend customer cars that may have broken down on the road. The QRT bikes
would be able to reach the distressed vehicle in lesser time in cities with heavy traffic thus reducing the
stress level of the owner as well. The company on an average received around 10,000 calls per month for
road side assistance. Each QRT biker would be equipped with essential tools and critical spares needed to
quickly restore the vehicle in distress. The service would be available on a complimentary basis under the
extended warranty offered on company's cars. However, vehicles not covered under warranty would
have to pay visiting charges ranging between INR420 and INR575 depending upon the location.

SBI nears resolution of INR17,000 crore bad loans in power sector
State Bank of India is in advanced stages of finding resolution for seven or eight stressed power sector
accounts involving a total debt of around INR17,000 crore. If it goes through, this will provide banks with
a resolution option that may lead to a smaller haircut compared to the resolution process under the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code conducted in the National Company Law Tribunal. SBI is in talks with other
banks over the potential resolution. The Reserve Bank of India had set a deadline of 27 August for settling
cases involving defaulting power plants failing which they will be referred for bankruptcy proceedings.
Power is one of the highly stressed sectors with close to ₹1 trillion of loans having turned sour or been
recast.

Overseas bondholders approve plan to ease RCom’s debt burden
Reliance Communications Ltd clinched the approval of its overseas bondholders to ease the carrier’s debt
burden, putting the company a step closer to averting bankruptcy. The operator, which defaulted last
year on a USD300 million bond, got 83% of bondholders to approve the plan. The vote was crucial for
Ambani because settling the matter was a precondition for RCom to reorganise its larger local debt. The
company has been working against the clock to reach agreements with all its creditors by 27 August or
face insolvency proceedings.

Manpasand Beverages sets up USD180 crore facility in Varanasi
Manpasand Beverages announced that it has completed the setting up a INR180 crore manufacturing facility in Uttar Pradesh. The new facility is located in Varanasi. Investment for this new facility is approximately INR170-180 crore. This new facility will lead to capacity addition of 45,000 to 50,000 cases per day
from its existing capacity of around 2,25,000 cases per day. Earlier this month, Manpasand Beverages announced its plan to invest INR1,500 crore to set up 10 new manufacturing plants in the country by 2020
in its effort to drive volume.

News Impact
Global News
Oil Poised for First Weekly Gain in Two Months on Supply Risks
Oil is poised for its first weekly gain in two months as shrinking U.S. crude inventories, a strike in the
North Sea oil and gas fields and looming sanctions on Iran point to tighter supplies. Workers at Total SA’s
North Sea oil and gas fields will go ahead with scheduled strikes after talks broke down. U.S. crude stockpiles declined 5.84 million barrels last week, more than double what was expected.

Rubber Output in 4 Countries Falls on Weather, Low Prices: ANRPC
Unfavorable weather conditions and prevailing low prices have resulted in lower production in Malaysia,
Vietnam, India and Sri Lanka during the first 7 months of 2018, according to the Association of Natural
Rubber Producing Countries. World natural rubber production rose 3.7% y/y to 7.372m tons in the 7
months.

Fed Signals Ready to Hike Again If Economy Stays On Track
U.S. central bankers are ready to raise interest rates again so long as the economy stays healthy, according to a record of the Federal Reserve’s most recent policy meeting.

Saudi Aramco Is Said to Focus on Sabic Deal, Put IPO on Hold
Saudi Arabian Oil Co. is focusing on buying a strategic stake in chemical giant Saudi Basic Industries Corp.,
putting work on its potential initial public offering on hold.

Coffee Hits 12-Year Low as Weak Brazilian Real `Killing Everything'
Arabica coffee for Dec. delivery drops 0.9% to settle at $1.009/lb on ICE Futures U.S. in N.Y., after reaching 99.35c, lowest for a most-active contract since Aug. 2006

India's Top Power Producer Seeks First Coal Imports in 4 Years
State-run NTPC Ltd. is seeking a total of 2.5 million metric tons of imported coal. It is looking to boost
supplies as plants accounting for more than half its total capacity had less than seven days of coal stock
as on Aug. 13. Production at Coal India Ltd., has failed to keep pace with rising demand, driven mainly by
higher electricity generation.

China's Iron-Ore Output to Slide, Replaced by Quality Imports
Environmental checks pushed by the Chinese government will continue to limit domestic iron-ore output
this year, while driving up imports to meet the requirements of the country's steel mills. China's imports
of iron ore may stay high this year to meet demand from steel mills as the supply of domestic ore falls.

News Impact
U.S. Farmers Seen Planting Fewer Soybeans Due to Chinese Tariffs
The 25 percent retaliatory trade tariff China placed on U.S. soybeans threatens to keep a lid on prices and
compel growers to reduce plantings to the low-to-mid-80-million-acre range, compared with 90 million in
2017. That could mean a drop in production of as much as 7 percent over the next four years, assuming
normal weather conditions, they said.

Indonesia Palm Exports Seen Setting 6-Month High on India Demand
Palm oil shipments from Indonesia probably climbed to the highest level in six months in July as lower
prices prompted top importer India to boost purchases. Exports rose almost 10 percent from a month
earlier to 2.51 million metric tons. Production is seen unchanged at 3.95 million tons, while inventories
advanced about 1.2 percent to 4.91 million tons, the survey showed.

Coal India expects 367 MT output from 115 projects by March 2019
There are 115 coal projects under implementation and the expected contribution from these by March
2019 is 367 MT, Coal India said in a report. The production from these projects is "planned to reach the
level of 377 MT in 2019-20," it said in the report. CIL also said it has 65 new projects on the anvil with a
"targeted capacity of 247.66 MT per year" out of which 27 are approved. "Of these 65 future projects, 27
with ultimate capacity of 108.29 MT have been approved.

Amazon Said to Partner With Goldman to Buy Aditya Birla Unit
Amazon is teaming up with Goldman Sachs, Samara Capital to form a consortium to buy Aditya Birla
Group’s food and grocery supermarket chain More at enterprise valuation of 45b-50b rupees. Consortium planning to float separate co. or special purpose vehicle in which Amazon will have 49% stake as strategic partner. Formal announcement said to be made at end of this month or early next month.

Flooding After Heavy Rain to Hurt India's Rubber Production
Persistent heavy monsoon rain and widespread flooding, which has killed at least 67 and displaced thousands of people in the southern Indian state of Kerala, have severely hampered rubber tapping in the
country’s biggest producer. More showers are forecast. As a result, India’s rubber production in 2018-19
may be lower than an earlier estimate of 700,000 tons. The outbreak of abnormal leaf fall disease, caused
by excessive showers, will reduce yields.

Sirpur Paper Mills acquisition will provide synergistic: JK Paper
Following the acquisition of Telangana-based Sirpur Paper Mills (SPML), JK Paper Mills will be investing
another Rs 400 crore in SPML which was shut down in 2014 due to rising input costs and operational inefficiencies. The operations are expected to resume in about six months' time. Also, the company will
soon be undertaking an expansion project at its unit in Gujarat for putting up packaging board capacity of
1.5 lakh tonne per annum and pulp mill of 1.4 lakh TPA with other utilities with an estimated investment
of about Rs 1,450 crore.

News Impact
India Amends Policy to Stop Bio-Fuels Imports for Use as Fuel
India has amended its policy to curb imports of bio-fuels for use as a fuel. Curbs on imports include biofuels such as ethyl alcohol and blended bio-diesel; no restrictions on imports for non-fuel purposes by
users. Import of bio-fuels was allowed freely earlier, according to the notification. Policy had many restrictions on imports, but some companies started importing bio-fuels using loopholes.

India Inc. Finds Pricing Power in Fastest-Growing World Economy
From Mercedes-Benz AG to Unilever, companies in India are finding power to pass on higher costs to
consumers, a sign that demand in the world’s fastest-growing major economy is well-entrenched. More
than 1,200 manufacturing firms of both small and large, polled by the Reserve Bank of India reported input price pressures and an increase in selling prices.

Weak Rupee Impact on India Credit Profile Limited
Recent sharp sell-off in rupee illustrates India’s sensitivity to shifts in investor sentiment towards emerging markets but impact of currency weakness on country’s sovereign credit profile likely limited by relatively strong external finances, especially the low level of external debt.

Events
CORPORATE ACTION BONUS / RIGHTS / STOCK SPLIT / DIVIDEND / FCCB / M&A / WARRANTS ETC.
Company

Record Date

Ex-Date

Details

Jay Bharat Maruti Ltd

Cash dividend of INR2.50 effective 27/08/2018

Bengal & Assam Co ltd

Cash dividend of INR10 effective 28/08/2018

Pfizer Ltd

Cash dividend of INR20 effective 29/08/2018

Khadim India Ltd

Cash dividend of INR1 effective 29/08/2018

RPP Infra Projects Ltd

Cash dividend of INR0.50 effective 30/08/2018

JK Lakshmi Cement Ltd

Cash dividend of INR0.75 effective 30/08/2018

Gail India Ltd

Cash dividend of INR1.44 effective 30/08/2018

Manpasand Beverages Ltd

Cash dividend of INR0.50 effective 30/08/2018

Bharat Petroleum Corp Ltd

Cash dividend of INR7 effective 31/08/2018

Divi’s Laboratories Ltd

Cash dividend of INR10 effective 31/08/2018

Grasim Industries Ltd

Cash dividend of INR6.20 effective 31/08/2018

Voltas Ltd

Corporate event effective 27/08/2018

Kaveri seed co ltd

2.963M shares buyback effective 27/08/2018

Domestic Events


August 31,2018: India GDP for Q1 FY2018-19., India Infrastructure Output for July 2018., India’s Foreign Exchange Reserve for the week ended August 24, 2018.

Global Events






August 27,2018: The U.S. Chicago Fed Nation Activity Index for July 2018.
August 28,2018: The U.S. CB Consumer Confidence for August 2018.
August 29,2018: Japan Consumer Confidence for August 2018., The U.S. GDP for Q2 2018., The U.S.
MBA Mortgage Application for the week ended August 24, 2018.
August 30,2018: Japan House Hold Spending for July 2018., Japan Retail Sales for July 2018., Euro
Area Business Confidence and Consumer Confidence for August 2018., The U.S. Initial Jobless Claims
for August 25, 2018., The U.S. Personal Income and Personal Spending for July 2018.
August 31,2018: Japan Unemployment Rate for July 2018., China NBS Manufacturing and Non Manufacturing PMI for August 2018., Euro Area Unemployment Rate for July 2018.

Source of News : The content may have been taken from The Economic Times, Business Standard, Business Line,
Mint and other leading financial newspapers and financial portals BSE,NSE, Bloomberg, Moneycontrol & others.
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